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Abstracts

The fast growing renewable energy market offers opportunities for the traditional forest sector both in Europe in general and Slovakia in particular. The reasoning behind this is twofold. First, in last decade the renewable energy business has gained significant attention. Among other reasons, this is due to the goal of a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Second, changes in downstream markets due to financial crises have put pressure on forest enterprises to redefine their sales portfolios. As marketing can help to realize new opportunities for forestry, the aim of this research study is to shed more light on how forestry enterprises in Slovakia use marketing tools in the trade of forest biomass, the main renewable energy source available to Slovakia. Due to its explorative nature, a case study research design with qualitative methodology has been applied. The capacity for use of marketing tools by (state and private) forest enterprises was explored through in-depth personal interviews analyzed with the help of content analysis. By presenting four detailed cases, the results show that in the forest biomass trade, the forest enterprises all used a marketing mix of «The 5Ps» (product, price, place, promotion, and people) and consequently applied a set of tools different from those observed in other industry sectors.
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1. Introduction

The current national and international energy argument is mainly preoccupied with the renewable energy business. Especially, forest biomass is identified in many research studies as a most promising source for generating energy (e.g. Stupak et al. 2007, Stidham and Simon-Brown 2011, Schwarzbauer et al. 2013). Although the use of biomass has a long history, only in the last decade has it experienced revival as a more carbon neutral and local source of energy. In comparison to a demand for forest products driven by economic developments, the demand for forest biomass used for generating energy is mainly driven by policies (Schwarzbauer et al. 2013). Accordingly, biomass utilization for energy purposes is proposed in many EU documents (e.g. Biomass Action Plan 2005, Renewable Heating, Action Plan for Europe 2007, The Forest Sector in the Green Economy 2009, Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources, Report from the Commission to the council and the European Parliament on sustainability requirements for the use of solid and gaseous biomass sources in electricity, heating and cooling 2010). By now, many national programs have been implemented (Stupak et al. 2007, Schwarzbauer et al. 2013) including several in Slovakia (Trenčiansky et al. 2007, Halaj and Ilavský 2009, Lieskovský et al. 2009). In Slovakia these encouraging conditions (e.g. Concept for use of renewable sources of energy 2003, Program for rural development 2007 - 2013, Action plan on biomass use for years 2008 - 2013, National action plan...
for energy from renewable resources 2010) supported newcomers in the renewable energy business, such as: 18 producers of briquettes, 14 producers of wood pellets and the construction of many heat and energy production plants (Lagaňa and Réh 2008). At present, there are 35 heating and power plants with installed outputs greater than 0.2 MWth (Jankovský 2012) and these capacities are expected to grow in coming years (Haluza 2011). Excluding byproducts of the wood processing industry and other sources, forest biomass represented 54% of 0.5 million tons of all biomass sources for heat production in 2011 (The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development of the SR 2012). Moreover, the amount of forest biomass (from forest land) used for energy purposes almost tripled between 1990 and 2010 (Oravec et al. 2012).

Furthermore, scenarios for EU members show that energy production from renewable energy will double from 103 Mtoe (Million Tonnes of Oil Equivalent) in the year 2005 to 217 Mtoe in the year 2020 (final brutto energy demand) and it is expected that the main renewable energy source will be biomass (The European Commission 2011). This scenario is especially applicable to Slovakia where, in the coming 5 to 10 years, biomass will offer the highest technical potential among renewable energy resources. Regarding the energy potential of biomass volume, forest biomass (from forest land) submits a 9.7% share and it has one of the highest energy potentials, amounting to 26.8 PJ (The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development of the SR 2008). However, higher utilization of forest biomass for fuel has been limited by, among other things, current legislation on the production of wood on fallow agricultural land and the creation of energy forests (Oravec et al. 2012, The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development of the SR 2012). The production of fuel forest biomass on non-forest land had reached only 0.1 tons by 2011 (The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development of the SR 2012). Domestic consumption in 2011 was 1.3 million tons of forest biomass originating from forest land, yet the potential for the use of forest biomass from forest land was set to 2.5 million tons in the same year (The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development of the SR 2012) and is expected to reach 2.85 million tons by 2025 (Oravec et al. 2012).

Although the use of forest biomass is based mainly on energy reasoning, the emergent renewable energy business has offered opportunities (e.g. new source of revenues, creation of new jobs in rural areas, solving forest management problems) for the traditional forestry sector throughout the EU in general and Slovakia in particular. The forestry sector in Slovakia has been undergoing a long-term developmental crisis as a result of institutional changes that have taken place in the last 20 years (Greppel et al. 2009, Novotný 2011). Moreover, this unconstructive situation is influenced by the increasing intensity of natural disasters (Lieskovský et al. 2009, Suchomel and Gejdos 2009; 2011). Also, with the economic crisis in downstream markets, the forest enterprises have been forced to look for new opportunities to redefine their sales portfolios. The new prospect to reinvigorate their profits has been mainly seen in the forest biomass. Nonetheless, the new market segment requires a new application of marketing tools. As a consequence, questions arose as to how forest enterprises tailor marketing tools to the needs and wants of customers in a new target segment?

2. Aim of the study

Marketing can help to ensure new opportunities for the forestry sector (Ok 2005). For instance, «some services deemed as non-marketable forest goods and services in forestry will turn out to be marketable» (Ok 2005: 499). However, the use of marketing for forest products within forest products enterprises is very low, although the potentials were identified as high (Šulek 2004, Smith et al. 2009, 2010). On the other hand, most general marketing concepts observed in the literature were prompted some time ago; however, more research on basic issues such as understanding target customers wants and needs is still needed (Wagner and Hansen 2004). This also applies to the forestry sector as expectations toward forestry and forests vary over time (Ok 2005). Furthermore, «... if forestry is investigated historically, it is seen that the forestry product mix (FPM) is changing with time» (Ok 2001: 7). Since the current demand of society consists of a new product - forest biomass, exploring the use of marketing mix in forestry enterprises is needed. Yet, there are only a few studies on how marketing tools are defined, especially for renewable energy sources (e.g. Mengaki 2012). Most of the literature focus is either on the marketing of forest products in general (e.g. Rich 1970, Sinclair 1992, Ok 2005, Elyakime and Cabanettes 2009, Becker 2012) or on the marketing strategies of forest products enterprises in particular (e.g. Schadendorf 1994, Borowski 1996, Pišet 1999, Brodrechtova 2009, Hansen and Juslin 2011). So far, the biomass business has been mainly explored from a technological point of view (Stupak et al. 2007, Pâtări et al. 2011). Since over the decade the demand for a new product - forest biomass, is increasing, surveying the marketing mix of forestry enterprises toward the needs and wants of...
the target segment is desired. To fill the research gap, an exploratory case study on the use of marketing tools targeting forest biomass was proposed. Coming from a marketing perspective, the concept of marketing mix was tested on four decisively selected forest enterprises in Slovakia.

3. Theoretical concept

Unique problems in forestry such as not easily sold forest outputs, societal pressure for more nonmone-

tary goods, long production periods and uncertainty (Klemperer 2003), among other things, form a special challenge for strategic planning in forest enterprises. Strategic planning used to be too focused on competitors, while often neglecting the customers (Webster 1988). However, today marketing integrates the dif-

derent functions of a company, thus connecting the firm to its customers and its investors (Hansen and Juslin 2011). Accordingly, the objective of marketing is to identify the wants and needs of customers, and/or to satisfy those needs with a special focus on profit instead of sales volume (Webster 1994, Slater and Narver 1998, Tadajewski 2010). This idea also applies to environmentally sound goods (Ottman et al. 2010, Menegaki 2012) like forest biomass (Stupak et al. 2007).

At the core of marketing is marketing mix (Kotler 1984). »A marketing mix is a developing process that aims to develop an internally coherent action plan with mutual support of its constituent elements. A marketing mix for renewable energies is simultaneously regarded as a de-marketing mix for fossil fuels« (Menegaki 2012: 34). The origin of marketing mix can be traced to the description of a marketing executive as a »mixer of ingredients« someone who is perma-

nently engaged in creating a mix of various elements generating profit for the firm (Culliton 1948). Based on this idea, the term »marketing mix« was introduced via teaching and in the publications of Borden (1964). He defines marketing mix as a set of 12 elements, which cover the principal areas of marketing activities: product planning, pricing, branding, channels of distribution, personal selling, advertising, promotions, packaging, display, servicing, physical handling, fact handling and analysis. Reducing these 12 elements to four, the four element framework (product, price, pro-

motion, and place) of marketing mix was introduced (McCarthy 1960). Marketing mix is perceived as a con-

cceptual framework rather than a scientific theory (Goi 2009). Due to its practical framework, it found wide acceptance among field marketers (Constantinides 2006). On the other hand, many marketing models are also based on »The 4Ps« (Hansen and Juslin 2011). However, some weaknesses of »The 4Ps« such as the ignorance of human factors, the lack of strategic dimensions, an offensive posture and a lack of interactiv-

ity were identified (Constantinides 2006). As a conse-

quence, various types of marketing mixes evolved. For instance, in the case of marketing mix for service, an additional 3 Ps (participants, physical evidence and process) were added to the original concept of »The 4Ps« (Booms and Bitner 1981). This framework of »The 7Ps« was further applied to the marketing mix of con-

sumer goods (Rafiq and Ahmed 1995).

Since forest biomass could be considered a con-

sumer good, the »The 7Ps« framework formed the basis for the theoretical concept of this study. In general, the product tool is defined by the combination of goods and services the company offers to the target market (Kotler and Armstrong 2010). The amount that the consumer must exchange to obtain the offering is defined under the price tool (Solomon 2008). Under the place tool are understood to be all activities necessary for making the product or service available to target consumers (Kotler and Armstrong 2010). Steps taken to inform consumers about products and to encourage them to buy these products are known as the promotion tool (Solomon 2008). The marketing tool »people« is defined as »all human actors who play a part in service delivery and thus influence the buyer’s perceptions; namely, the firm’s personnel, the custom-

er, and other customers in the service environment« (Zeithaml et al. 2008). Overall, the process tool consists of actual procedures, mechanisms, and the flow of actions necessary for the delivery of service. Furthermore, physical evidence describes the surroundings where the service is delivered and interaction takes place. Also, physical evidence is anything that assists with performance or communication of the service (Zeithaml et al. 2008). Finally, the specific features of one marketing tool can often be considered to be a part of other tools.

4. Methodology

4.1 Case study approach

Given the limited attention paid to marketing tools in the research context of the forest biomass trade, the testing of marketing perspective has had little contextual basis. For that reason, a case study with linear analytic structure (Yin 2003) and with a qualitative research approach was used. The main argument behind a qualitative research approach was found in the possibility to explore and to capture the complexity of a new research area - marketing tools targeting forest biomass. Furthermore, deductive logic was applied as
we moved from general marketing tools to relatively more specific instances of forest enterprises.

The databank of the forest enterprises was drawn on existing databanks of the National Forest Center in Zvolen, the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development of the Slovak Republic, the Technical University of Zvolen and the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic. The target population consisted of 26 state forest enterprises (independent enterprises of the state forest enterprise LESY SR, š.p.), four military forest enterprises, one university forest enterprise, and 1 238 private forest enterprises with ≥ 50 ha. Subsequently, the forest enterprises for inquiry were identified through targeted selection based on a prepared strategy (Halaj 2012). In other words, selection was not random, but was adjusted to the focus of the exploratory research study (Lamnek 1993a; 1993b). The prepared selection strategy included forest enterprises with various ownership structures and sizes in order to capture typical actors in Slovakian forestry. The four purposely chosen forest enterprises were addressed via telephone and email with the explanation of the research target. All enterprises agreed to participate in the study (Table 1).

### 4.2 Methods applied

Particularly in depth semi structured interviews (Krott and Suda 2001) were conducted with managers of selected forest enterprises and recorded in digital form or by taking notes. The one to two hour long interviews took place either at the actual forest enterprise or at the Technical University of Zvolen and between May and July of 2011. Transcribed conversations were analyzed with the help of content analysis, specifically the technique of text structuring by content was applied (Mayring 2003). In other words, the text was split by content and assigned to categories deductively derived from the theoretical framework. This art of coding is called deductive application of categories (Mayring 2003). Table 2 demonstrates an example of the coding system for the category »Product«. Subsequently, a review of relevant categories was done by the summarization technique (Mayring 2003). These steps were repeated twice to prevent incorrect text allocation to the categories. Coding conducted by two independent researchers guaranteed validation of text allocation. This was all done with the help of MAXqDA software for qualitative analysis. Overall, the general focus of content analysis with a qualitative approach was on identifying various meanings of the text (Kollárík and Sollárová 2004).

### 5. Results of the study

#### 5.1 Forest enterprises and their marketing mix

The marketing mix for forest biomass consisted of »The 6Ps« (Table 3); however, only »The 5Ps« were common for all four forest enterprises. In the following, the marketing mix for each of the interviewed enterprises is summarized.

The entrepreneurial activities of Forest Enterprise Biomass Levice (one of the 26 forestry enterprises of the state owned enterprise Lesy SR š.p.) were focused on the biomass business. Specifically, Forest Enterprise Biomass Levice provided at its seven regional centers, specific services »product«. It bought and processed
biomass (i.e. firewood, residues after felling: thin or large branch wood, handling waste, calamity wood) from the other forest enterprises of Lesy SR š.p. (the biomass volume was appointed by Lesy SR š.p.) and also from private forest owners. The desired outputs were forest chips for which the processing »price« depended mainly upon the truck hauling distance, and upon the cost of the skidding of biomass from forest stand to roadside and decking it in piles. The »place« of processing was usually a forest roadside. Forest chips were further stored at the roadside, in meadows or pastures, or in rented former storage facilities of agricultural cooperatives. Transport of forest chips to customers was organized via outsourcing. Consumer sales promotion and personal selling »promotion« were used. In processing forest biomass, the enterprise created employment opportunities in rural areas. It also tested chipping machines and subsequently gave advice to its machine producers »people«. Within »process« activities, Forest Enterprise Biomass Levice monitored financing possibilities from EU funds, the payment discipline of its customers and the quality of the chipping process.

Forest Enterprise Kriváň (one of the 26 forestry enterprises) focused mostly on the production and sale of sawn logs. Business with forest biomass was only 6.5% of total sales. This enterprise produced and sold biomass »product« such as: firewood, residues after felling (thin or large branch wood), and handling waste. However, based on directives from Lesy SR š.p., certain volumes of biomass were sold to Forest Enterprise Biomass Levice for an asked price. Generally, the »price« depended on the cost of concentration of biomass to designated areas, the truck hauling distance and the tree species. Additionally, the firm offered locals a promotion sale price of one cent for residues the locals themselves collect after felling. The timber felling was outsourced to private companies, which also hauled biomass to the roadside, meadows, pastures or former storage facilities of agricultural cooperatives »place«. It used only consumer sales promotion and personal selling »promotion«. Due to the outsourcing of the felling, employment opportunities in rural areas were created »people«. Forest enterprise Kriváň monitored »process« financing possibilities by EU funds, evaluated the payment discipline of its customers and ensured the quality of the chipping process by investing in new chipping machines.

The forestry enterprise Urban Forests Kremnica Ltd. focused mostly on the production and sale of sawn logs. The forest biomass business was only a by-product. This private enterprise produced and sold biomass »product« such as firewood, one meter wood logs and handling waste. »Price« was generally based on costs; however, a promotion sale price of one cent was used for collecting residues after felling. Forest biomass was hauled to the roadside »place« by forest biomass customers. Firewood was sold and delivered directly to the locals »place«. Only consumer sales promotion and personal selling »promotion« were done. Hauling of one meter logs created employment opportunities in rural areas and on the other hand, customer service offered a social program in the form of delivering these one meter logs directly to local customers »people«. The task of the »process« tool was in the overview of EU structural funds for possible investments in new chipping machines. An additional task included the identification of customer needs via SWOT analysis.

The main purpose of University Forest Enterprise Zvolen was scientific (e.g. silviculture, felling, or hunting practices among others). However, the production and sale of sawn logs and byproducts such as biomass were done on a commercial basis. The focus was on the production and selling of biomass »product« such as firewood, residues after felling (thin or large branch wood), one meter wood logs and handling waste. It offered a promotion sale price for the residues after felling. Forest biomass was hauled to the roadside, meadows, or pastures »place«. The forest enterprise used consumer sales promotion and personal selling »promotion«. Commercial utilization of biomass created employment opportunities »people«.

5.2 Marketing tools and their features used in the Slovakian forest biomass trade

Despite diverse company characteristics, the marketing tools showed some similarities. In the following, »The 6Ps« (Table 3) are summarized and described based on respondents’ rate (percentage of respondents who used specific tool and specific feature in forest biomass trade).

The marketing tool »product« was defined via »product assortment« and »product characteristics«. In the case of »product assortment« the forest enterprises produced forest biomass (100%) and forest chips (75%). In other words, some enterprises subsequently processed the biomass into forest chips. Particularly, the technology for processing coniferous (thickness ≤ 45 cm and length ≥ 2 m) and broadleaved biomass (thickness ≤ 35 cm and length ≥ 2 m) was used. On the other hand, »product characteristics« defined only forest chips parameters and moisture.

The »price« was described by respondents via different pricing methods such as: »cost based pricing«
Table 3 Used marketing tools and their features identified by interviewed forestry enterprises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product characteristics</th>
<th>Product assortment</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Promotion</th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Process*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost based pricing</td>
<td>Suppliers</td>
<td>Sales promotion</td>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Competition oriented pricing</td>
<td>Distribution channels</td>
<td>Personal selling</td>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>Quality assurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Differentiated pricing</td>
<td>Consumers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Storage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(100%), »competition oriented pricing« (25%) and »differentiated pricing« (25%). »Competition oriented pricing« was used only in the case of heat stations with lower forest chip consumption and many suppliers. Due to the various locations of biomass sale, respondents also used the »differentiated pricing« method. Generally, the main costs for forest enterprises were costs associated with biomass skidding and hauling from forest, and biomass decking at the roadside. All respondents stated that the only profitable trade was with forest chips originating from biomass after deforestation of meadows or pastures.

The marketing tool »place« was described via features such as »suppliers« (25%), »distribution channels« (100%), »consumers« (100%), »location« (100%), »transport« (100%) and »storage« (100%). Only one forest enterprise used »suppliers«, local saw mills, to buy cuttings. This represented just 1% of biomass offered by this forest enterprise. Forest biomass and forest chips were »directly« distributed »distribution channels«. In the case of biomass they were sold to private »consumers« collecting residues after felling in the forest »location«. On the other hand, forest chips were sold to the heat stations and power plants »consumers« from the roadside »location«. The physical distribution of forest chips was organized by forest enterprises, but it was outsourced to the truck companies chosen via public tenders. Optimal truck hauling distance was specified to be in the range of 30 – 40 km. Skidding of biomass »transport« to the roadside »location« was done by tractors (100%) with some companies also using horses for this task (50%). Generally, forest biomass and forest chips were stored at former facilities of agricultural cooperatives, roadsides, meadows or pastures »storage«.

»Promotion« was interpreted only via »customer sales promotion« (100%) and »personal selling« (100%). In the former case, »promotion sale price« of one cent for the collection of residues after felling was offered to the locals. All interviewed companies stated that the sale of biomass (residues after felling) to the locals was based on »verbal agreement«. In the latter case, »personal selling« was perceived as the most important feature in the biomass trade. Specifically, written one year contracts were preferred in the case of forest chips. The minimum volume of contracted forest chips was set at 100 tons. Overall, »personal selling« (including »internal selling« to existing customers, »sales calls« to potential purchasers and »email correspondence« among others) was done by the business managers of the particular forest enterprises.

The use of the marketing tool »people« was explained via features such as: »employees« (100%), »customer service« (25%) and »consulting« (25%). Due to forest biomass processing new »positions«, such as jobs for handling one meter wood or for chipping forest biomass, were created. »Customer service« was recognized through its positive effects of social programs supporting local consumption of energy wood. This program consisted of delivering one meter wood (firewood) to the local consumers and its unloading at their courtyards. »Consulting« activity was done via feedback to the manufactures of forest chipping machines, which brought technological improvement of chipping machines.

The marketing tool »process« consisted of »monitoring« (75%) and »quality assurance« (75%). Particularly, »monitoring« of EU structural funds to support investment activities, »monitoring« current trends in felling and chipping technologies, »monitoring« of customers’ payment discipline and »monitoring« of stock turnover of forest chips were carried out. Via purchasing new forest chipping machines (due to ending of their depreciation period), the forest enterprises tried to »assure quality« of chipping production. Forest enterprises used either their own financial resources from a so called intra plant bank, which was established within the Lesy SR s.p. or EU structural funds.
6. Discussion and conclusion

Developing new sources of income through innovation and entrepreneurship offers the possibility for economic renewal in the forestry sector (Rametsteiner et al. 2006). Marketing in general and its tools in particular can help to ensure new opportunities for forestry and save forestry from certain social and political dilemmas (Ok 2005). «It must never be over looked that marketing is the income generating activity of the firm» (Smith et al. 2010: 1). Since the rapidly growing renewable energy market brought a new opportunity to forestry (Halaj 2012, Stidham and Simon-Brown 2011, Schwarzbauer et al. 2013), a new target segment – forest biomass, required the appointment of unique marketing tools. The results of the exploratory research study showed that in the business of forest biomass, forest enterprises in Slovakia used a marketing mix of «The 6Ps», «product», «price», «place», «promotion», «people» and «process». Additionally, it was found that «The 5Ps» (excluding «process») were universal for all interviewed companies despite their major differences in ownership structure or strategic planning. Consequently, based on the results, three major conclusions could be drawn.

First, the testing of the proposed marketing mix «The 7Ps» showed that for a special segment such as the forest biomass market, the marketing tool «physical evidence» is not applicable. Similar results were also observed in theoretical analysis of marketing mix for forest biomass (Halaj and Ilavský 2009). The explanation behind this finding lies in the characteristics of forest biomass, which is a commodity product on one hand but a very specific product on the other (Sulek 2004, Greppel et al. 2007). Thus, the results added to the findings of other authors (e.g. Hesková 2001, Reimann 2010) that specific industry sectors require a specific combination of marketing tools tailored to their customer needs and wants. Consequently, the identification of the marketing mix «The 6Ps» for the forest biomass segment could be seen as a major contribution to the existing models of marketing mixes of other industry sectors.

Second, the results of in depth interviews revealed general use of «The 5Ps» such as «product», «price», «place», «promotion» and «people» for all forest enterprises. The reasoning behind the commonality of «The 5Ps» is mainly explained by the product characteristics, and natural conditions in which the enterprises operated. Forest biomass was defined as a seasonal commodity «product», for which production and costs were mainly challenged by hauling and concentrating at designated areas «place», and lengthy and quality storing «place» (Halaj 2012, Ruiz et al. 2013, Shabani et al. 2013). Moreover, distinguished natural conditions (e.g. high diversity of terrain; inaccessibility of forest in some months) made the whole logistics of forest biomass complex «place» and often unprofitable «price». «Promotion» was identified as the most effective marketing tool, particularly its feature «personal selling» (Smith et al. 2009). This form of selling industrial goods was observed in other industry sectors as it plays an essential role before the consumer makes the purchase, during the purchase and after the purchase. This showed that the forest biomass sector was more customer than product oriented, the current trend also observed in other forest products industries (Brodrechtova 2009, Tadajewski 2010, Juslin and Hansen 2011). The main argument behind the tool «people» was the creation of jobs in rural areas, which in turn lead to rural community revitalization (Halaj 2012, Stidham and Simon-Brown 2011). Generally, the common use of «The 5Ps» revealed that with the new target segment of forest biomass, there was an associated high degree of uncertainty due to high logistics costs, market instability, natural conditions and policy changes (Shabani et al. 2013). Although the application of marketing tools offered an opportunity for the economic restoration of forest enterprises through the renewable energy trade, it remained unknown how effective the forest biomass trade will be for forest enterprises in the long term.

Finally, it was found that a case study approach allowed for testing marketing tools of only four forest enterprises; the fact that the proposed marketing mix concept can be readily measured and tested serves to overcome this limitation. Further research on marketing tools targeting forest biomass trade could supplement the results of this exploratory study. This could be done either by considering a representative sample of forest enterprises in Slovakia or internationally. Additionally, as time progresses, the marketing tools used in the biomass trade might change. Therefore, periodic research would further extent current findings as the use of forest biomass will potentially intensify in Slovakia as well as globally.
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